Frequency-sum beamforming for passive cavitation imaging.
Beamforming includes a variety of spatial filtering techniques that may be used for determining sound source locations from near-field sensor array recordings. For this scenario, beamforming resolution depends on the acoustic frequency, array geometry, and target location. Random scattering in the medium between the source and the array may degrade beamforming resolution with higher frequencies being more susceptible to degradation. The performance of frequency-sum (FS) beamforming for reducing such sensitivity to mild scattering while increasing resolution is reported here. FS beamforming was used with a data-dependent [minimum variance (MV)] or data-independent (delay-and-sum, DAS) weight vector to produce higher frequency information from lower frequency signal components via a quadratic product of complex signal amplitudes. The current findings and comparisons are based on simulations and passive cavitation imaging experiments using 3 MHz and 6 MHz emissions recorded by a 128-element linear array. FS beamforming results are compared to conventional DAS and MV beamforming using four metrics: point spread function (PSF) size, axial and lateral contrast, and computation time. FS beamforming produces a smaller PSF than conventional DAS beamforming with less computation time than MV beamforming in free space and mild scattering environments. However, it may fail when multiple unknown sound sources are present.